WHAT BEGAN AS A 17-YEAR-OLD’S VOW TO LIVE ON THE SAN JUAN ISLANDS ONE DAY, ENDED 54 YEARS LATER
WITH NEW YORK ARTIST MARIE GLADWISH COLLABORATING WITH HER SON, SEATTLE ARCHITECT GARY GLADWISH,
ON AN ORCAS ISLAND HOME THAT BOTH OPENS TO AND REFLECTS THE ENVIRONMENT SURROUNDING IT.

LIVING WITH

THE LAND
WRITTEN BY DONNA PIZZI

PHOTOGRAHED BY WILL AUSTIN

AS A CHILD, ARTIST MARIE GLADWISH
DREAMED OF BECOMING AN ARCHITECT.
She drew floor plans, designed houses, and laid out rocks on
the ground to signify the walls. During her 17th year, she
spent the summer touring the San Juan and Canadian Gulf
Islands with her dad. When she got to Orcas Island, she declared, “I’m going to live here some day!”
Fast forward 54 years. Marie Gladwish returns to Orcas Island,
buys a plot of land overlooking the Sound, moves to the West
Coast and teams up with her son, Seattle architect Gary Gladwish, to build Eagle Ridge, a house that embraces the terrain,
the views and the landscape.
“It was important for me to take on this project,” says Gary,
“because my mother had been imagining this dream house
for a very long time, and had already envisioned being very
happy living there. If I delivered something she didn’t like, it
could ruin her dream forever. Fortunately, she loves it!”
Marie loved the process so much she didn’t want to stop.
“While working on the design with Gary," says Marie, “I had
to face some realities. If I had an impractical idea, he would
offer alternatives that gave me more than I expected. He also
presented me with pages of questions about how I would use
the spaces, such as what kind of space makes me feel energized, comfortable, safe?”
Gary’s rigorous program at the Rhode Island School of Design
steeped him in a variety of disciplines beyond architecture,
with everything from film animation, art education, and landscape architecture. “It was a unique educational experience,”
he says, “in a program that encouraged critical thought.”
Gary’s training helped him to push Marie beyond her childhood imaginings.
“His questions made me think carefully about what I wanted/
needed beyond aesthetics. I had been drawing floor plans
for years, but I realized I had not addressed what these
questions brought out. He probably knew what some of my
answers would be but he wanted me to think about specifics
carefully.”
When she described her dream home as feeling as if she were
living outdoors, Gary recommended practical design solutions
that were aesthetically pleasing as well.

Budget-friendly, green building solutions include a
double-sided steel manufactured fireplace found
on Craigslist and framed in black-painted glass that
reflects the outdoors. Live moss, rock and a dried
Madrona branch greet guests, maintaining visual flow
of natural vegetation from outdoors in. Frosted glass
partitioned shelving between study and hallway brings
light from the study into the hall.
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When the multi-panel sliding doors are stacked to either side
of the living area, an unobstructed view opens to the San Juan
and Canadian Gulf Islands to the West. Heated concrete floors
can be activated from online when headed home from out of
town. A pair of slim steel poles hold up the ten foot ceilings
in the living area without compromising the view.

While visiting Palm Springs, where
he was surrounded by mid-century
modern houses, as he designed
Eagle Ridge, Gladwish had Mies
van der Rohe's 1945 Farnsworth
House in Plano, Illinois, in the back
of his mind, along with the Case
Study Houses he knew his mother
admired. The house is divided into
two structures: the public areas of
the kitchen, living, dining and studio, and the private areas of the
master suite and guest room.

A suspended kitchen ceiling encapsulates the range exhaust hood to provide
better counter task lighting, more intimacy, and a hidden place for wiring. A
glass blacksplash painted red reflects
the exterior surroundings, so the view is
always carried outside, thus maintaining
the visual flow of “interiors as part of
exterior.” A Peruvian Walnut table top
from Edensaw Woods in Port Townsend
awaits its final legs.

To create a living room in the woods, with no barriers between inside and out, where “the woods are the walls,” Gary utilized large
lift-slide doors. The multi-panel sliding doors that open up a 20’ expanse on each side of the living area quickly became the biggest line
item in what was a very green and financially "lean" project.
“The whole envelope came together in a matter of days,” recalls Gary, thanks to the use of SIPs (Structural Insulated Panels), which
are both structural walls and insulation in a single unit comprised of large sheets of plywood with foam in the middle. The panels were
shipped to the island on flatbed trucks and erected with cranes and manpower.
To keep construction costs down and provide more space for storage and artwork, Gary left the 800 square foot artist studio, located
behind a secret door in the kitchen, raw inside. The space can eventually be turned into two more bedrooms with their own baths, or
an apartment for a live-in caregiver.
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The 6’ x 10’ pivot entry door took five men to install, yet
opens and closes with the push of a finger. “We wanted
a door that does not look like a door - an entry without
barriers,” explains Gary. Marie’s collection of rusty farm
implements, hand tools, planes, screw drivers and hammers are illuminated by light from the study on the glass
backed shelves to the right of the entry.

For further cost savings, Gary also built out most of the interior, tile work, cabinetry, light and plumbing fixtures. When the CB2 light
fixture in the dining area came with shorter black wires, Gary disassembled the whole thing and rewired it with longer white wiring.
IKEA wardrobe closets were repurposed into kitchen cabinets. The frosted glass was painted white to avoid silhouette shapes marring
the pristine landscape.
Marie’s artwork populates the walls; a rooster in the kitchen, a foggy forest scene painted on canvas to fit the fireplace wall. Mounted on
counterweighted pulleys, the painting rises to reveal the television when desired.
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PROJECT SOURCES
CONTRACTOR: Schuchart/Dow
www.schuchartdow.com
ARCHITECT: Gary Gladwish Architecture
www.2garc.com
INTERIOR AND
LANDSCAPE DESIGN:
Gary Gladwish Architecture
www.2garc.com
PLUMBING FIXTURES: Chown
www.chown.com

“As a person passes through the front door, so does the landscape,” says Gary. “The

Plumbing Fixtures: Chown:
Grohe, Duravit, Grohe, Blanco;
Countertop Materials: PentalQuartz; Countertop and Tile
Installation: Stoneworld; Kitchen
Appliances: Thermador, Cavaliere, Bosch, Samsung; Windows:
Anderson/Dynamic Windows;
Structural Panels: Premier Building Systems; Structural Engineer:
Perbix Bykonen

pond, rock, and moss gets picked up just inside with the courtyard area and continues
outside with another rock and moss leading out to the view.”
The branch from the Madrona tree (Arbutus menziesii) symbolizes the Madronas that
grow wild in the landscape. Marie’s attempts to transplant the finicky trees to a spot
where she would like to see them have failed. “Either the deer eat them or they don’t
survive,” says Gary.
Behind the recycled century old barnwood from Eastern Washington seen at the left
of the entry lies Marie’s studio. All part and parcel of the green, award-winning
architecture.
Marie’s penchant for rusty vintage objects with interesting shapes led Gary to enrobe
her home with corrugated steel panels, which rust in place, creating an oxidized patina
that protects the steel from further oxidation. “The panels come with an oily film on
them to keep them from oxidizing. Once the film washes off, the steel starts to corrode
and that patina of rust becomes its protectant,” he says.
“When the house was not yet finished,” says Marie, “a neighbor stopped by when I
wasn’t there. I was told she thought the house must be for a very sophisticated person,
because it had so much glass, unique materials and design. When we met later, we both
agreed that I was not that sophisticated person. The architect was. I wanted simple and
natural; he made it simple and elegant.”
During the lengthy design process, Marie marveled over Gary’s ability to present her
with renderings that showed how the light would fall in various rooms at specific hours
and seasons, because he knew light was very important to her.
For an artist who is inspired by nature, the textures, forms, structure, patterns and colors,
Eagle Ridge embodies that and more. “There is so much I like about my house,” says
Marie, who was born in Oregon and moved with her family to Connecticut when she
was just two. “I love the way I feel when I’m in it. The large sliding doors that open to
bring the outside in, how I can see through the house to the outside from practically any
room, the atrium with the very large rocks, and the kitchen – especially the red wall at
the back of the work area.”
Coming from a woman who has traveled the world, says Gary, that is a supreme
compliment.

Eagle Ridge’s voluminous, single floor living
features step-free thresholds, wide open
spaces and touch-of-the-finger pivot entry
door. A wide, easy-to-traverse hallway connects the living area with the study. At night,
the house gleams high atop a hillside overlooking the land, yet is fully integrated with
the terrain that surrounds it.
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